
Can I smoke outside?
IO FSV UK: Yes, you can. But please still obey the restrictions - social distance from
others plus when not smoking wear face mask (surgical mask or respirator FFP2)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do I get my student card?
IO FSV UK: You can collect it at the card centre. Click here for the address and its
office hours. You need to have an ID/ passport… with you.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Can I go home earlier, will I pay fine at the dormitories when moving out earlier?
IO FSV UK: We advise you to check directly with the dormitories. You can email to
accommodation@kam.cuni.cz, koleje.bounce@kam.cuni.cz
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where can I have a picture taken which I need for my dormitory ID card?
IO FSV UK: Photo booth at the metro stations, chemists - photo machines (you should
be able to plug your phone there and print the picture), cewe photo machines in the
shopping centres (could be open even though the most shops are closed)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Could I see the slide with the list of the books once more?
IO FSV UK: It is part of the presentation which is to be found here in pdf form. If you
want more reading recommendations just email us.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Do we need to fill the declaration form while travelling inside Prague if we won't go to places
like public authority?
IO FSV UK: No, you don’t. If you stay within your district (Prague counts as one), you
do not need it.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Are canteens and kitchens at the dormitories open?
IO FSV UK: We will check that for you. (will put the answer later)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How often does ESN organize online yoga?
IO FSV UK: once a week, every Thursday, check the ESN facebook page
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is your favorite book from Czech literature?
IO -  Michaela: Milan Kundera: Unbearable lightness of being
IO - Jessica: Milan Kundera: Unbearable lightness of being,

Božena Němcová - Grandmother, other stories, Jaroslav Hašek: Good soldier Švejk
IO- Marie: Jaroslav Hašek: Good soldier Švejk, Karel Čapek: children books
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where can we find this recording?
IO FSV UK: we will post the link on our FB page and also put it here.
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